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The min-max optimization problem.



What does it mean to solve the min-max problem?

Obtain global Nash equilibrium

Obtain local Nash equilibrium

Obtain a stationary point

Some other notions exist for sequential games.

Global minimax points

Local minimax points

Stackelberg equilibrium



Min-Max 

optimization 

problem is 

relevant in,



What are the challenges?

GDA diverges on simple functions.

GDA on f(x,y) = xy

Algorithms cycle

Optimistic Mirror Descent on f(x,y) = x
2

y+xy  

Non-convex non-concave 

Optimization

Competitive Gradient Descent  on f(x,y) = x
2

y



Recent non-convex non-concave min-max optimization.

Start End



The local game.

At an iteration point CGO solves,

*Set α=η to obtain exact Taylor 

expansion



CGO generalizes GDA and CGD

The global Nash 

of the local 

game is,

CGO

CGD (α=η)GDA (α=0)



The 

unconstrained 

CGO 

algorithm.

-Converges for arbitrary 

deviations from convex-

concave condition for 

small learning rates.

-Enhances local conditions 

in discrete-time.

Initialize Solve local 

game

Obtain next iterate

Repeat till 

convergence



The continuous-time regime.

Results

Description

Comments

Setting t=
η
/β  where β is the time scaling factor.  

For α = η, the update approaches GDA in the limit 

We can show

That appropriately setting α allows λ to stays 

positive for deviations of 

magnitude min(λxy,λyx)
0.5

 (the square root of the 

singular values of the cross-terms of the Hessian)  

from the convex-concave condition.

yy <= M, λxy>=M, where M = min(λxy,λyx)
0.5



The 

constrained 

CGO 

algorithm.

Converges for α-MVI 

functions

Project on 

domain
Initialize Solve local 

game

Obtain next iterate

Repeat till 

convergence



Examples

1. Strictly convex-concave : f(x,y) = x2 -y2

2. Convex-concave : f(x,y) = xTAy (bilinear), any matrix A

3. MVI : f(x,y) = (x4y2+x2+1)(x2y4-x2+1), Domain : [-1,1]2

4. α-MVI (exclusive) : f(x,y) = x2y, x2y+xy

5. Weak-MVI (exclusive) : certain Neumann ratio games

α-MVIWeak-MVI

MVI

Convex-

Concave

Strictly



CGO in action,

f(x,y)=x
2
y, (α-MVI with α approaches infinity) f(x,y)=x

2
y+xy (α-MVI with α>=2)



The CGO algorithm (and it's analysis),

Solves a novel local game.

Produces a distinct algorithm from GDA in 

continuous-time.

Allows arbitrary deviation from convex-concave 

based on the cross-terms.

Obtains enhanced local convergence guarantees to 

stationary points in unconstrained optimization

Explains convergence of CGD on bilinear functions

Obtains convergence guarantees on α=MVI class of 

functions for constrained optimization



How to use this in your research?

Use to jointly train competitive reinforcement learning

Use for adversarial learning by appropriately computing the cross 

terms

 Use as the optimization algorithm for Generative Adversarial 

Beyond the theoretical guarantees provided, setting different 




